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New Trends in

Online Learning

F

inished Netflix? Done with
“doom-scrolling” social media?
Maybe it’s time to gain those
skills you have been putting off. The
expansion of online learning was
booming before COVID-19 emerged.
Now, with the rise of work from
home and homeschooling, the switch
to online study has been massively
accelerated.
However, before enrolling in some
uninspired port of traditional course
content to an online platform, let’s
see what else is out there. What
are the emerging trends and good
practices? What can we look forward
to seeing in the world of online
learning for project managers?

Increased Focus on the Learner
Experience
Work-from-home orders aside,
organizations typically struggle to get
staff motivated to learn, whether for
new skills acquisition or compliance
training (safety, HR policies, etc.). At
the same time, training platforms
are competing to win market share
by creating the most engaging
frameworks and enjoyable learning
experiences.
The period from 2005 to 2010
brought YouTube, Twitter and
iPhones. Searching for content
and consuming videos would never
be the same again. LMS (learning
management systems) evolved to
become LXP (learning experience
platforms). These new platforms
focus on content discovery, content
recommendations, career paths, skills
mapping and, in some cases, selfpublished content with automatic

content indexing.
We will look at some project
management-based examples
shortly, but first, let’s examine how
these systems differ from old training
platforms. What do people want from
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From the Editor’s Desk
Hi everyone, I hope that you are staying home and
healthy during these difficult times. In March, at the
onset of the Covid-19 outbreak, the chapter managed
to organize the 9th Project Management Symposium
and Exhibition (Symex) in the city of Semarang. Read about how the event
unrolled and what the speakers and participants had to say about the event.
During these times, most of us are working from home and staying connected with
our friends, colleagues online. We feature an article on the new trends in online
learning, how to complement your “micro-learning” with a “macro-learning”.
We had a chance to interview our Chapter’s General Secretary, Crysanthus
Raharjo. You can get to know him in depth, what he does professionally and why he
continues to volunteer for more than 7 years now.
On behalf of the board of editors I would like to thank the contributors of this 96th
edition and everyone who has supported in the preparation of this newsletter. I
hope you enjoy it. I would like to take the opportunity to also wish a contemplative
Ramadan to our readers who are observing this holy month.
Arief Prasetyo
Editor in Chief

FROM BOARD
Getting to Know Them:
PMIIC General Secretary - Crysanthus Raharjo
Hi Crys, Tell us: As PMIIC General Secretary, what do
you usually do on a daily basis?
Aside from being the Deputy President, my role usually
involves providing strategic insight to the chapter
by managing and directing the PMI-IC Volunteer
Management portfolio and, along with that, setting up
the agenda for the chapter for the whole year. For this,
I cooperate with other board of directors to create the
yearly plan.
Also maintaining official documents, policy books, paper,
records, and other instruments belonging to the PMI-IC
are my responsibilities. Other than that, occasionally, I do
conflict resolution if there’s any within the chapter.
Why do you want to volunteer with the PMI Indonesia
Chapter?
I started volunteering around 7 years ago, right after I
got my PMP certification. My sole reason at that time
was I just wanted to give back to the community because
I managed to pass my PMP Certification through PMI-IC
Study Group program. I’m grateful for that. The mentors
gave me their time and knowledge every Friday for free
and not asking for anything. So, I decided to become PMP
Mentors and be the Chapter board at the same time.
As I grew more with the PMI Indonesia Chapter, I realized
that my reasons for staying with the Chapter have
evolved in many ways. Not just for
giving back but much more than
that and it’s because the more I
get involved with PMI, the more
I enjoy the benefits. So, I think
it’s very true that good things
happen when you get involved
with PMI, especially if you’re in a
project management profession
like me.
What kind of benefits do
you receive?
Obviously not monetary,
being a volunteer in PMI
you don’t receive any
salary or other form
of compensation. The
benefits are mostly
intangible such as
knowledge, having
different perspectives,
cultural discernment
and global perceptions.

As an active board member, PMIIC gives you a chance to
attend the PMI global and local conference such as PMI
Asia Pacific Leadership Institute Meeting, Region meeting,
and SymEx where you will meet fellow volunteers and
project management practitioners from other countries
and industries. Where you can connect and listen to
their project management experiences. More than that,
sometimes they also assign you to lead other volunteers
to deliver events to the project management community
in Indonesia.
These experiences give me a lot more confidence in the
project management profession and help me to be more
open minded. All in all, volunteering with PMI changed who
I am.
Crys, I know that you also have a full time job, how do
you manage your volunteering time and your daily job?
Currently, I’m working full time in Telkomsel as an IT Advisor
in Agile Project Management and as i mentioned earlier
I’ve been volunteering for almost 7 years and served
in different roles (Board Member of Education, VP of
Communication and currently as General Secretary) and
I can tell you from my experience that it’s challenging to
manage the schedule especially when your job requires
you to monitor and control hundreds of projects or
directly leading and managing more than 5 IT projects
on your own but at the same time still need to lead and
manage 10-16 volunteers to deliver successful PMIIC
events. But to tell you the truth, this volunteering really
fascinates me a lot, so I put more effort to adapt with the
activities and eventually found the balance between both.
When I have a hard time in accomplishing my tasks, I can
always discuss with the PMIIC Board of Directors. They
are very understanding, flexible and ready to support
you anytime. Hopefully I could still manage my time;
it was similar to when I was in my previous company,
Astragraphia Information Technology as Program
Manager or in my previous work in DHL Supply Chain as
Senior IT Project Manager.
Now, tell us about your own passion!
I would still love to work on portfolio, program and project
management. Maybe for another 5 to 10 years and get
my PgMP or even PfMP certifications along the way. I
started more than a decade ago and I’m still growing.
That’s why I would still love to volunteer with PMIIC and
to be given the chance to be part of the board. I also
call fellow project management professionals like me to
volunteer their time with PMIIC and grow together. Good
things happen when you get involved with PMI.
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a modern learning experience?
•

Mobile-first: Content must be
formatted to work on mobile
devices such as phones and
tablets, as well as larger computer
screens. Research from over
700 organizations indicates
that employees typically only
have 24 minutes a week for
“formal learning.” Using a mobile
device enables more learning
opportunities.

•

Streamlined, reduced time to
find content: Searching skills
catalogues and competency
frameworks is a drag. People
want curated playlists, channels,
and “top rated” / “others enjoyed”
smart content suggestions that
we see on YouTube, Netflix and
Amazon.

•

Personalized recommendations:
Extending the easy-to-find
concept, people want tailored
recommendations based on
their learning goals, career paths
and current progress. These
can be extended by AI-based
suggestions and people’s history
of consumption.

•

Video-centric content:
Organizations used to be worried
about video-based content.
Would people learn anything? Is
just watching active enough? The
popularity of YouTube how-to
videos is living proof of the format.
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From wiring a socket to rebuilding
an engine, videos provide a
rich, high-bandwidth learning
experience. (See our PMXPO 2020
Keynote for a great example of
how YouTube tutorials helped one
woman and her family build a
home.)
•

•

Micro-learning: Just enough, just
in time. Our brains do not learn
over long continuous periods;
instead, we learn incrementally.
Often, the best motivation for
learning is having an immediate
problem to solve. Microlearning
uses short-form modules of four
minutes or less, often with a video
component, to answer an “I need
help now” problem. It also drops
a lot of the preamble and “why”
background to focus on the “how.”
Micro-credentialing: Online
assessment allows awarding
micro-credentials. These are
smaller achievements, such
as electronic badges, that
recognize achieving minor
learning goals. Frequent small
rewards closely linked to recent
performance is more motivating
than less-frequent large
rewards. Computerized tests
and credentials are cheaper
to administer and reward than
physical ones, so they can occur
more frequently. Many people are
motivated by collecting badges
and can display them on portals

like ProjectManagement.com and
LinkedIn.
•

Gamification: Micro-credentials
tap into gamification, which is
the neuroscience of rewards,
motivation and psychology to
encourage learning by making it
more enjoyable. Other strategies
include “keep the streak going”
reminders, points, leaderboards
and community features.

•

Interactive: Watching videos,
listening to audio and reading text
is a one-way flow of information
with a decreasing informationretention rate over time.
Productive learning environments
punctuate this flow with
interactive exercises to reset our
focus and hit the “save” button on
content. The best platforms mix
in visual and text-based activities
to break up content delivery,
test understanding beyond
regurgitation, and reset our focus.

•

Repetition and reinforcement:
Unfortunately, our memory is
weak, and retention fades over
time. Studies on spaced learning
and skills acquisition show we need
to review content multiple times
and apply it in various settings
to retain it. Language learning
platforms such as DuoLingo does
this well, requiring repetition
and reinforcement in different
contexts to ensure we master
content.

•

VR/AR: Some platforms use
virtual reality and augmented
reality to make training more
relevant. For instance, oil rig
workers can practice evacuation
drills wearing headsets to show
what they would see when
navigating an emergency. Likewise,
engineers can use augmented
reality to identify aircraft parts
and show torque settings and
service recommendations using
AR-equipped glasses.

Project Management Examples
Today, we can see instances of these
new learning trends in products such
as PMI’s Snippets and the training
elements of StandardsPlus. These
tools offer short-format, videofirst, micro-learning options on
project management topics. They
are focused on explaining how-to
content and incorporate some of the
gamification and content curation
features described.

Learning Cycles and Choices
Micro-learning modules can seem
fragmented to people used to fulllength textbooks and traditional
multi-day training courses. Like
perpetually snacking instead of
having proper meals, it may feel
unorganized, trivial and too random.
However, we need to remember that
before COVID-19, employees often
only experienced minimal periods for
their on-the-job training.

Micro-learning fits the timepressured need, but there is still the
market for longer macro-learning.
Traditionally, this was at the beginning
of careers or new roles and then
supplemented by micro-learning while
on the job (as pictured):
Now, with a work-from-home
reset for many of us, maybe it’s an
excellent time to insert some new
opportunistic macro-learning as well
as micro-learning (perhaps to learn
about program management, Kanban
or leadership—whatever you have
hoped to achieve).

samples, much of the risk of choosing
a poor curriculum can be avoided.
So, if you have some time to gain
new skills, do not settle for old LMS
platforms with tired and uninspiring
learning experiences. Lifelong learning
should be fun and rewarding. Explore
some of the latest offerings. Maybe
the new formats, gamification or
social aspects will be just what you
need to stay focused and get more
out of the process.

Macro-learning is the longer format,
more focused training that often
comes to mind when we think about
learning a new skill. It includes multiday courses and in-depth study with
practice.
However, this does not mean giving
up on the learner experience trends
discussed earlier. Options such as
LinkedIn Learning uses many of these
learning experience concepts and
bundles micro-learning modules into
more extensive courses and more
substantial credentials.
Other offerings in the macro-learning
space include EdX, Coursera, Udemy,
Udacity and NovoEd. Like most
platforms, they contain some great
content taught by experts—and
some not-so-great content. However,
with the option to read reviews, sort
by top-rated courses and try free

Mike Griffiths
(Southern Alberta
Chapter)

About the Author
Mike Griffiths is a consultant and
trainer who help organizations
improve performance through
shared leadership, agility and (un)
common sense. He maintains the
blog LeadingAnswers.com.
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FROM PMI HQ

Making Ideas a
Reality
T

here’s been a lot of dialogue over the past couple
of years about how PMI is enabling its new strategy
through a digital transformation, and I’m delighted
that in 2020 we will be delivering on our planned strategic
goals and objectives. Having spent the last several years
building the foundational elements of PMI 2.0, we will now
be enabling new functionalities that directly benefit all of
our stakeholder communities. The PMI Board is excited to
help implement these promised changes, which will provide
substantive added value to the organization and the
profession in 2020 and beyond.
We are pushing through the constraints of our old legacy
systems, and now, we have a clean slate on which we can
do so much. For example, a new enterprise resources
planning system, which was activated at the beginning of
the year, will allow us to transact in local currencies and
let us test new membership options. Our new customer
relationship management system will allow us to deliver
more relevant content to our practitioners based on
where they are in their careers and where they want
to go. We’re also putting structures into place that will
allow our upcoming edition of A Guide to the Project
Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide) to be
digitally enabled.
Beyond these operational and systems-related items, we
have also been standing up mechanisms that are going
to drive genuine value to our practitioners. As the need
for information on a just-in-time basis continues to shift
how people learn and succeed, roles and organizations
are becoming more project based than ever before. PMI
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recognizes that the concept of The Project Economy is
not on its way, but has already arrived.
PMI is thoroughly exploring this evolution of our profession
to better prepare our stakeholders and practitioners
across the globe. We are pivoting how we do a lot of our
work at PMI in an effort to more rapidly generate content,
information and data that project managers need in the
field.
While we value our standards approach, it is also
important that the Institute looks beyond “most projects,
most of the time” to see what is emerging on the horizon
and gain an understanding of how that might affect
or support projects. It is imperative that PMI gets this
information out to our project practitioners quickly, who
can then determine how they might want to leverage
and employ these findings on “some projects, some of the
time.” A number of these items are clearly identifiable and
already upon us: Design Thinking, DevOps, big data and
artificial intelligence, for example. But what’s next that may
affect our profession? We’re investing in the capabilities to
understand that and inform you and all the communities
we serve.
In addition to all of the hard work associated with making
PMI 2.0 a reality, the Board recently returned from a
strategic retreat where we began developing what
PMI 4.0 will look like. Why 4.0 and not 3.0? Because we
believe we have truly stretched our thinking to take a
significant leap forward, bypassing 3.0 altogether. We will
continuously look to capitalize on every opportunity that
is going to provide meaningful value to our members and

certification holders. These are bold, expansive ideas that
will ensure the viability of our profession for decades to
come.
The world of work is changing. The way we work in the
world is vastly different than 25, 10, or even just five years
ago. And while we are looking to the horizon and bolstering
new capabilities, it does not mean we are abandoning
our more traditional origins. As the Board examines
information that helps us understand what the world
will look like in the future, we see things such as ongoing
climate change and increasing sea level rise, which means
there is an immediate need for massive hydrologic and
environmental projects. The anticipated population growth
in many parts of the world means building cities and
implementing the infrastructure projects associated with
them, including significant hydraulic projects to move fresh
water to newly populated areas.
“The project talent of today and tomorrow is at the
forefront of substantial opportunity,” according to PMI’s
Project Management Job Growth and Talent Gap 2017–
2027. The report estimates that employers

will need 87.7 million individuals working in project
management-oriented roles through 2027. We must
all continue to charge ahead in service of our diverse,
passionate and talented membership who make PMI what
it is today. The future of our profession is indeed bright.

Tony Appleby, MBA, C.Dir., PMP
Chair, 2020 PMI Board of Directors

From MEMBER

I

started reading the PMBOK 6th edition in August 2018, and
participated in a local study group organized by my office. In
the beginning of 2019, I had planned to take the exam, but
once I heard that the PMI Indonesia Chapter Study Group was
about to start, I decided to sign up and postpone the exam date.
In this study group I got more detailed and clear explanations
from the mentors. The discussions with other mentees were
helpful, too. I appreciate the time and effort from the mentors
who are always ready to help the mentees both in class and out
of class, in the form of a personal discussion for or to answer
quick questions on the topics in the PMBOK

Raisyuli Indria, PMP

I thank all mentors and mentees that have accompanied my four
months journey in preparing for the PMP exam.
Thank you Study Group PMI Indonesia Chapter.
Raisyuli Indria, PMP
Raisyuli Indria is telco practitioner from Ericsson Indonesia.
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BOARD PROFILE
Dheni Prasetyo, ST.
Dheni graduated from Electro-Avionics Engineering from Suryadarma
University, however he started his career not even in the technical
field. He served in a humanitarian organization named Palang Merah
Indonesia (Indonesian Red Cross) where he was introduced to projects
and how to manage them. Now he is currently a Project Management
Office Head at a Managed Service Provider, Hypernet (PT. Hipernet
Indodata). Under the Solution Delivery Department, Dheni manages a
team of project managers on numerous projects, whilst continuously
trying to uphold PMBOK Standards.
Dheni is currently volunteering for PMI Indonesia Chapter in the
Membership Department. In his spare time, he enjoys reading,
sightseeing, and above all, quality time with his family.

PMI Fact File
Statistics through 31 December 2019

215 countries and
territories
PMI has 302 chartered
and 7 potential chapters

More Than 6 Million
PMBOK Guide
Editions Now in
Circulation

TOTAL
MEMBERS
591,221

PUBLISHING

6,458,471

Total copies of all editions (include
PMI-Publised translation) of the
PMBOK Guide in Circulation.

CAPM

PMP

PMIRMP

PMI-SP

PfMP

PgMP

PMIPBA

PMIACP

41,339

997,608

5,591

2,072

819

2,861

3,982

32,781

Certified
Associate
in Project
Management

Project
Management
Professional

PMI Risk
Management
Professional

PMI Scheduling
Professional

Portfolio
Management
Professional

Program
Management
Professional

PMI
Professional
in Business
Analisys

PMI Agile
Certified
Practitioner
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Chapter Facts
Congratulations and welcome to Indonesia chapter for our New
Members.
Our sincere gratitude for new members and renew members, your
involvement and supports for PMI Indonesia Chapter are very valuable for us.
In February 2020 we had 15 new members and 29 members who renewed
their membership. We hope next month, with more marvellous activities
provided by PMI Indonesia Chapter, more members would renew their
membership.
Thank you for join and let’s get involved with PMI Indonesia Chapter because
good things happen when you stay involved with PMI.

Re-join and Renew Members list per
February 2020
Achmad Fuad Bay
Adi Kristanto
Agus Suhanto
Ahmad Rizal
Andy Riandy AB
Arief Prasetyo
Budi Arief
Denny Irawan
Dikky Suryadi
Doddy Dwi Teguh
Donny Pramono
Fristi Ingkiriwang
Galih Ilham Mey Setiawan
Howard Lukman
I Putu Wiguna

New Members list per February 2020
Akhmad Yulianto
Arsen Vanadi Halim
Danang Adi Setiaji
Daniel Goeckus
Edwin Arief
Ihzarmurafi Huza Sukarni
Japar Sitorus
Nadita Ceismi Fannisa

Indra Wirawan
Ivan Fernando Gefar
Tampubolon
Jemmy Thendra
Johan Noviansyah
Kevin Sugandi
LumbanGaol Ilias
Mokhamad Syaroni
Rachmad Hakim Sutarto
Rudi Setiawan
Sachlani
Satrio Utomo
Sigit Prasetio
Teguh Raharjo
Zeddy Iskandar

Nihar Ranjan Chaudhuri
Niken Yuliani Permatawati
Nyimas Aun Farhana
Prihadi Dwianggoro
Roy Octavianus
The Hanny Purnomo
Vianney Andro Prasetyo

PMI INDONESIA CHAPTER MEMBERSHIP GROWTH
New Member

Renewed Member

52
45

45

42
38

29

29

27
23
17

13

July-19

12

27

29
25
15

August-19 September- October-19 November- December- January-20 February-20
19
19
19
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PMI Activities

Symex 2020:

Transformation All Around

T

his year’s Project Management Symposium
and Exhibition (Symex) took on the theme of
“Transformation in The World of Tomorrow”. In the
capital city of Semarang, Central Java, participants
attended the 9th PMI Indonesia Chapter Symex.
Chapter president, Alin Veronika welcomed the speakers,
participants to the event and shared the challenges of
this year’s event particularly due to the onset of the
COVID-19 outbreak. Some speakers were unable to
attend due to travel restrictions already imposed in their
cities of origin or transit locations.
Sunil Prashara, PMI President and CEO was one of the
speakers scheduled to attend. The theme of the event,
according to Sunil, is in line with what PMI has been
working on internally for the past 18 months. PMI is
transforming itself to further enable its members and
the community to be ready for the
future, which is a world driven by
projects, the project economy. He
also mentioned that specifically in
Indonesia, the project management
community can contribute
tremendously in the government’s
intention to move the nation’s capital
to the island of Kalimantan. This is a
multi-billion project that requires a
lot of expertise, experience, agility,
with a leapfrog opportunity and
a constant focus on sustainable
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development. PMI Indonesia Chapter can take part in
enabling the project management talents through its
multitude of professional programs.

“Agile, industry 4.0, sustainable
development – are core attributes
for the world of projects. The
project economy”
– Sunil Prashara, President and
CEO, PMI.

Through a pre-recorded video, he greeted the
participants and wished them an experience full of
learning and excitement.
The event attracted a total of 144 participants. Over
half of the industry professionals who attended Symex
2020, hold the project manager and program manager
positions. We also had participants who were students
and lecturers as well as researchers from the academic
community.

First Day: Let’s dig in
Symex 2020 featured 10 speakers, with two keynote
speeches. The first one was delivered by Indrawan
Nugroho, a seasoned corporate innovation consultant,
who set the stage with challenges faced during agile
transformation. From a strategic point of view, he shares
that the “glamor” transformation is advertised; is often
not accompanied with a strong understanding from the
company’s leadership team. They either have a superficial
understanding of what agile is or even worse, have a
misconception of what the transformation entails. This will
sooner or later bring them back to the traditional ways of
working and it difficult for agile transformation to happen.
Operationally, the challenge is that transformation
sometimes does not go beyond training. Beyond the
training class, no substantial changes are invested in or
worked on. No clear roles are defined based on the new
ways of working.
Indrawan explains that to overcome these challenges,
efforts need to be put in both at a personal and project
level. From a personal level, team members need to feel
safe to take risks and change the way they work; roles
and responsibility need to be (re)defined so that ultimately
each team member can make an impact based on
everyone’s capacity. At a project level, this transformation
needs to start from the top, senior leaders need to be
on board and all agile initiatives need to be aligned with
corporate strategic initiatives – only then we can get
more “buy-in” from the rest of the teams. Choose a safe
area to pilot and promote the success to all levels of the
organization. Eventually, instill confidence to scale agile.
The second keynote speech was delivered by The
Dynamic Duo, Nicole Dhanraj and Amin Leiman, taking the
topic of Appreciative Inquiry. The speech was structured
with some practical agile practices, starting off with a
“check-in” and opening ceremony. The participants were
taken on a journey of personal appreciative inquiry, a
generative process that focuses on strengths. Starting
with discovery, appreciating the current state of things
and how we end up where we are now. The next step is to
dream, to envision what impacts or results we might get;
and then to further design that dream, to construct it
towards what we think should be the ideal situation. Finally,
to empower, to learn and to improvise in order to sustain
the final state. Project Managers need to spend time
identifying and enhancing the forces that can help them
to perform their best and bring the most value.

The keynote speeches were captivating and invigorating
and getting the participants ready for what is more to
come in Symex 2020.
The first day of the event continued with four more
sessions delivered by Khulan Batkhuyag, Michel Hamilton,
Fauzan Feisal and Adi Prasetyo. Khulan, a Secretary
General at PMI Mongolia Chapter, delivered a session on
Digital Communication Best Practices. Attracting attention
is smarter than interrupting attention. Therefore, it is
important from the beginning to target the audience, the
channels that they tend to be accessible on, the timing of
communication, the content itself and distribute it.
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Michel, a Chief Strategist Planning and Project
Management Officer, delivered a session on Portfolio
Management and how to manage the transformation
agenda in a fast-paced digital era. In line with the topic,
Adi Prasetyo, a seasoned practitioner in portfolio,
program and project management also presented a
session on success metrics of a PMO. Fauzan is a CEO of
a startup incubator and he shared about the importance
of championing innovation in a company. He started
off with how companies are changing their ways and
mindsets from having teams of operators to teams of
innovators. How to start with a sense of purpose instead
of pursuing profits. A champion is somebody who is brave
enough to start a change and all transformation efforts
will require champions.

Second day: More Focus on People
The second day started with Natali Ardianto, founder
of many digital startup companies in Indonesia and
award-winning CIO, delivered some real-world practical
implementations. Drawing from his own experience, he
shared how projects are prioritized, the importance
of agility, stability and scalability in growing a start up
company. The following sessions were themed with
a more focus on people, leadership and teamwork.
Imam Wijoyo, trainer and educator, explains that the

transformation starts within the person, then expanded
into the team, the business and eventually the society.
Nicole Dhanraj, a learning and business development
consultant, returned to share a very interesting topic
about transforming toxic team members and how
to focus on people’s strength so that their weakness
becomes irrelevant.
Tya Adhitama, consultant and a certified coach,
delivered a topic about the evolving leader. She posed
an interesting question on whether a leader should
be competent first, then warm; or vice versa. It turns
out that “Competent, Warm” leader results in fear, it
undermines cognitive potential, creativity and problem
solving. Whereas a “Warm, Competent” leader generates
trust, communication and absorption of ideas
and
an interaction that is attentive to others’ concerns.
Amin Leiman returned on the second day to bring home
“appreciative inquiry” to a more practical level, with
leading questions on each step of the inquiry. Appreciative
inquire focuses on strength. The fundamental block of
any strength is talent. It is important to always question
and identify what our greatest talent is, individually and
collectively. Success will eventually come when talent is
combined with acquired skills and knowledge.

Community Outreach: Goes to Campus
Prior to the main event, PMI Indonesia chapter visited two
campuses in Semarang and delivered a few sessions. The
first was Diponegoro University, where our volunteers,
Sigit, Jerry and Yudha paid a visit to introduce our
chapter and its activities as well as a session on Project
Management at A Glance. The event attracted 97
participants. The second campus visited was the Dian
Nuswantoro University. Chapter volunteers, Bayu, Orison
and Achmad shared Agile Project Management with the
180 students that attended. What a turnout!
Both sessions were very well received and as usual the
chapter also recruited student volunteers to be part of
the organizing committee during the main event of Symex
2020.
Hopefully the sessions and their participation in the
committee would prove beneficial and give them a taste
of what it takes to organize an event and working with
project professionals.

Thank you and see you next year!
It was a memorable two-day event, packed with
knowledge and experience sharing. We are glad that we
were able to run Symex 2020 as planned, considering
the circumstances. On behalf of the Indonesia Chapter,
we would like to thank our awesome speakers, kind and
supporting sponsors, eager participants and especially to
all the organizing committee and volunteers who worked
tirelessly in the days leading to this event.

Tony Hu (Project Manager Symex 2020
Arief Prasetyo (PMIIC – Communication)
David Adi Wibowo (PMIIC - Communication)
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PMI Activities
As a special bonus in this edition, here is some feedback
about the event that we have gathered during the two
days, from speakers and participants.

I’m very surprised
with the audience and
maybe it’s because of the new
(PMI) branding, everything is so
colorful. And the audience is just as
colorful. It is a very warm atmosphere.
The speakers are marvelous. I really hope
that the knowledge that we receive for
the past 2 days will eventually become
a reality in the projects. I’m so happy
and blessed, very protected and
safe. Thank you to the project
team

I have gone through many “trial and error” exercises. I
was never exposed to a learning experience like this one.
There are so many experience and best practice to
learn from, such as how to transform a toxic member
of the team – I have seen that in real life and it is very
disturbing. The best examples are ones that come from
real life experience and it is good to learn from the
speakers, especially those who are consultants and
have seen things in different companies. It is beneficial
for the project management community to learn from
them.

(Natali, speaker)

(Khulan, speaker)

It was very interesting and an event worth
continuing. There is a lot of knowledge to be
gained, not only theoretical but also practical.
This sharing of experience will benefit everyone
in the future. I hope that there will be many
more events like this, not necessary at this
scale; smaller events will be good to capture the
knowledge and share it to as many possible.
(Michel, speaker)

It was good to listen in to many
international speakers. This was a
great event and need to be continued.
Hopefully the participants can take
home the learnings and make an impact
in their place of work.

I was quite impressed with the setup. I loved the
artwork, decor. I felt it was a very professional
event, it was very well structured, from registration
to behind the scene. To be better, the networking
breaks need to be more in quantity, or longer in
time. There was not enough time to truly connect
with people. And as an organization it would be
better if we can reduce plastic bottles and reduce
our environmental impact. Overall, I thoroughly
enjoyed it.
(Nicole, speaker)

(Imam, speaker)
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I joined PMI in 2016. This
was a great event. It not
only talks about new trends but
also describes the hybrid between
waterfall and agile, where many
companies maybe in that stage of their
transformation. The event was totally
worth it and it was a nice opportunity to
network. All things considered, with the
travel restrictions and outbreak in
some countries, it was beyond
my expectation.

(Bronsen, participant)

This is my fourth Symex, and there is always
something new to learn, and new friends to meet. It
is like being reborn, very inspiring. I would suggest for
the next one, the networking dinner be done outside
the venue so that the participants can have the
chance to enjoy the city. The speakers are great, it is
important to have speakers who are full of energy to
keep the participants engaged.
(Fauzi, participant)

It was good and well structured. The speakers
were highly qualified, it was unfortunate that
some were not able to make it to the event,
but I look forward to the next one with more
speakers, participants and more door prizes!
(Esti, participant)

Very friendly atmosphere, some excellent talks,
fascinating insights. Re-energizing. This is also my first
time in Semarang, so I will take the opportunity to explore
this excellent city.
(Steve, participant)

This was my first Symex. I have always
wanted to join, but there was always
a schedule conflict. Luckily this year I
made it. The event and the speakers
were great. I feel that the duration
for each session was too short. The
speakers couldn’t go too deep into his
topic and there was limited time for
the Q&A.
(Wahyu, participant)

David Adi Wibowo
PMIIC – Communication
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